Instructions for use of the UBC-05 belt clip (Quick Change system)
The UBC-05 belt clip is the basic part of a flexible holder Quick Change system that enables quick changing of your equipment according to your momentary
needs. The clip itself remains fastened to the belt – you only need to click on the holder with rotation mechanism of your choice. When necessary, for example
when taking off the equipment in the office, the holder can be completely removed from the belt while the clip still remains on the belt. This way, you can work
on administrative assignments without the holders in the way, but with the clip still on the belt, ensuring that any of the holders can be quickly attached again.

1. Attaching the clip to a belt
ź The clip can be attached to a belt by slipping the belt through the opening in the clip. If the clip is not fixed firmly on the belt, first loosen both screws B.

After that, move the slider A so that the opening for belt fits the width of your belt. Then tighten thoroughly both screws B to prevent their spontaneous
release – see picture 1.
ź BEWARE! The clip has been designed for the most common kinds of belts of the width from 32 to 50 mm (after the removal of the clip’s adjustable stop

up to 60 mm). The clip may not be attachable to atypical belts – the extremely wide or, in contrast, extremely narrow ones. Belts made of too thin or
inappropriately thick materials can also create difficulties for the easy carrying or attaching of the clip!

2. Attaching the holder to a clip
ź Hold the holder in a horizontal position so that the round insert C fits into the grooves D in the body of the clip – see picture 2. Keep sliding down the holder

into the clip while turning it – see picture 3. If the holder is fitted into the clip correctly, the safety catch E will snap into place. The holder will then be
locked into the clip and it will be possible to turn it in the 360 degree range (16 possible fixed positions).

3. Taking the holder off a belt
ź Push the safety catch E toward to holder as seen in picture 4. Then draw the holder upwards while also turning it into a horizontal position – see picture 5.

4. The holder angle adjustment
ź The holder can be smoothly rotated in the range of 360 degrees without the use of any tool (there are 16 possible fixed positions).
ź The resistance of the rotary mechanism can be adjusted, when the turning is too difficult (or too easy). This is done by slight loosening or tightening of

the fixing bolt H with a Phillips screwdriver so that the resistance force of the rotary mechanism suits your needs – see pictures 6 and 7.
ź BEWARE! In the case of holders where the access to the screw H is possible from the back (see picture 7), it is necessary to set the resistance of the ro-

tary mechanism BEFORE the holder is attached to the clip.
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